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PRES. MACRON RECEIVED LOLA’s PARENTS A ELYSEE PALACE ENSURING
THEM HIS SUPPORT 
COMFORTED THEM IN THEIR TERRIBLE LOST

Paris, Washington DC, 19.10.2022, 21:25 Time

USPA NEWS - The President of the Republic Emmanuel Macron received, on Tuesday October 18, the parents of young Lola, found
lifeless with her throat slit, in a suitcase at the foot of his building in the 19th arrondissement of Paris on Friday October 14. This
tragedy moved all of France, and caused anger, sadness and fear for their children for many parents of the building where Lola lived,
this young 12-year-old girl, who died in circumstances of violence. and suffering. President Macron insisted on receiving Lola's parents
and assured them of "all his support". Since the drama, which French television channels broadcast broke theses sad news, 24/7, on a
toxic loop, four suspects have been taken into custody, including the main suspect, a 20-year-old young woman, identified as an
immigrant of Aglerian origin, who had an RQTF (Requisition to leave the French territory, for a few months ... The police and judicial
investigation has only just begun ... based for the moment on statements of traces and exploitation of the CCTV having made it
possible to identify the main suspect who had deposited the suitcase in the street, containing Lola's body.

CONTEXT: LOLA 12 HAS BEEN SLAUGHTERED AND HIDDEN IN A SUITCASE
At the bottom of the building where Lola lived, hundreds of bouquets of flowers are piling up, left by neighbors, and even citizens who
have come from afar, to show their support and share the sadness of this tragedy. Many caretakers are frightened and fear for their
children and even ask to leave as the drama has upset the life of this pippin normally known for her calm. A police station and a school
where 1 minute of silence has been adopted in the classes, are located a minute's walk from this residence...Lola's parents were
received this Tuesday at the Elysée by the President of the Republic. Accompanied by his Minister of the Interior Gerald Darmanin
(himself the father of a little boy, recently) the Head of State presented his condolences to them and "assured them of all his solidarity
and his support in the ordeal they are going through and which upsets us all”, according to the French Presidency, the Elysee.

POLITICAL OPPOSITION ATTACKED PM BORNE OVER LOLA's TRAGEDY
The head of government Elisabeth Borne, PM, was the target of strong attacks and verbal jousting. On Tuesday, during questions to
the government at the National Assembly, about the sad tragedy of Lola, whose case took extent in the media, so much public opinion
expresses its anger and fear. Indeed, during the session of question to the government in the National Assembly, the deputy Marine Le
Pen and president of the group of RN (Extreme Roget) challenged the Prime Minister Elisabeth Borne: "Once again, the suspect of this
barbaric act should not have been on our territory. Once too often. You will not be able to evacuate the subject as you do in all
circumstances. (…) Too many crimes and misdemeanors are committed by clandestine emigrants whom we did not want, or did not
know how to send back home. (…) A hundred times, we have challenged you on this migratory laxity”, declared Marine Le Pen (Leader
of the Right National Rally). To which the Prime Minister, Elisabeth Borne, replied: “A little decency. A little decency and respect the
pain of the family, Madam President [Le Pen]”. Source: CNews TV

BRIGITTE MACRON FORMER PROFESSOR IS OVERWHELMED OVER LOLA'S SLAUGHTER------------------------Even Brigitte
Macron, wife of the President of the Republic Emmanuel Macron, spoke to the press Monday on the death of the young girl Lola, killed
Friday in the 19th arrondissement of Paris, whose body was found in a trunk. She described this drama as "abominable" and
"intolerable". “We are at the side of the students, the teachers and of course the families. It should never be again. It is abominable”,
she continued in front of the journalists, during her visit to a college in Paris. “As far as children are concerned, we only have
homework. The first is to protect them, and from all dangers. God knows that they are multiple”, insisted Brigitte Macron, expressing
“all her solidarity”. “Right now, we have to be particularly vigilant with the youngest because they have immense vulnerability. This
drama should remind us of that. » Brigitte Macron said as she seemed very moved about this tragedy. To be continued…
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